TRISHOOL SERVICE FEEDBACK
Mr & Mrs Sharma 2015.2.23 23:18
We have enjoyed Trishool Dance Academy’s performances since the academy’s inception in 2008.
Admittedly, the performances that we have been to have largely been for fund-raising but we have always
been impressed with their professionalism in delivering very entertaining programmes. 2010 was the first
time that we saw them perform at a wedding party of our nephew and then we saw them perform again at
our niece’s wedding in 2012. Neither performance was any surprise to us as on both occasions it was
evident that the Academy’s performers had well rehearsed to medleys put together from tastefully selected
songs and music from the Hindi films. The feedback from audience was very positive on both wedding
parties. It was therefore an easy decision for us to assign the task for entertaining the guests whom we had
invited to our daughter’s pre-wedding party and at her wedding. The performance at the wedding was a
surprise for the bride as Trishool Dance Academy choreographers had trained her cousins and friends
through videos shared on social media. One thing we like the best in their performances, apart from the
hard work that everyone puts in delivering the final programme, is their selection of music from films
produced in any decade since the Indian cinema’s existence and choreographing to those tunes while still
keeping the interest of the audience. Well done and best wishes to all in Trishool Dance Academy at all
stages from the selection of music appropriate to the occasion to the final performances that they give to all
platforms.
Manraj Mand 2015.2.23 23:16
There are many entertainment providers for weddings but Trishool Dance Academy truly go the extra mile
to ensure that your wedding day is one of the happiest and most memorable days of your life. With Trishool
it’s not just about the dance movements they make but the entire experience they create that is unique and
tailored to your event. No request is too demanding, no expectation unfulfilled. Not only did they interweave
some of our most favourite songs into an expertly crafted medley, but they listened to what was mentioned
to them and the little touches that they pieced together within their performance made it the highlight of the
entire wedding day.
I cannot recommend a better entertainment provider for your special event. They are some of the nicest,
most talented and easy to work with people that you will come across and have some excellent
recommendations for what would work for you on your special day. They were brilliant in recommending
and liaising with DJs and took a lot of the headache out of organising the entertainment for our Indian
wedding
Immy & sisters 2015.2.23 23:16
I got in touch with Trishool Dance Academy in August 2014 as my sisters and I needed to learn a dance
medley for my brother’s mehndi.
As we are all complete novices when it comes to Bollywood dancing, we very sensibly got in touch with
Sanchez and Shukti 3 days before the mehndi itself!
Right from the onset, the guys were extremely accommodating, from arranging where and when to meet to
changing the music several times on our request. As well as being accommodating Shukti managed to put
us all at ease, creating an environment where the impossible happened! She managed to teach 4 sisters
who were new to dance, a 6 minute medley in a matter of hours!
I would have no hesitation in recommending Trishool Dance Academy to anyone! I look forward to hiring
them again for the next wedding!
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Nina & Ben Thompson 2015.2.23 23:15
My partner and I got married on Satuday 9th August 2014 and Trishool Dance Academy performed with
their dancers and dhol players at our wedding reception. All our guests said how amazing the entertainment
was and Trishool really made the evening special and fun.
Every one of the members kept professional whilst keeping very considerate when we had had a slight
hiccup with our own sound system. Trishool went above and beyond their duties to help us fix the problem,
they did not have to do this.
I would highly recommend Trishool to anyone!
Dr. Mariya & Dr. Shabeena 2015.2.23 23:14
Earlier this year we had lessons from Trishool academy in preparation for my brother’s mehndi. For my
sister and I who are both inept at dance we found the team to be fantastic teachers, particularly Shreeya.
Their professional approach with clear lesson plans and objectives as well as unlimited patience helped us
deliver an unforgettable performance!
I would certainly recommend them and turn to them for the future for future dance lessons.
They managed to turn my non Asian husband into a Bollywood dance lover in a few hours which is a
testament to how inspiring they are!
Zahid (Mehndi Party, Huddersfield) 2015.2.23 23:13
Thank you for performing at our mehndi function. Your performance added a great extra touch of that
entertainment factor as complimented by our guests.
It was fun, energetic and also added the comedy factor in some performances. All performers gave their all
so wish you all the best for the entertainers of the year at the awards as you deserve to take it home.
Thanks again.
Tasleema 2015.2.23 23:12
For months I was looking for a professional dance group who performs to a high standard for my sister’s
mehndi night, after contacting and short listing many, I had seen Trishool Dance Academy after seeing their
performances online. Coincidently, I saw them perform at my cousin’s wedding and they were amazing! My
family was really glad that I had booked Trishool for my event too!
They were so patient and calm throughout the event despite the fact that i had only given them my chosen
songs to perform to the day before. Each member of the group was outstanding and I have been told I am a
perfectionist and I couldn’t fault them.
The bride, my family and all guests present were singing along and praised their performance a lot! I would
definitely recommend Trishool! They were so outstanding; I am going to book them for my wedding!
Shuj (Dil Raj Restaurant, Oxford) 2015.2.23 23:11
Just dropping a mail to say thank you for the great performance arranged for our event. Everyone enjoyed
the mix of east and west and we are looking forward to booking you guys again for this year soon.
We wish you all the best. It was indeed a great performance!
Priya Tailor 2015.2.23 23:11
Trishool performed at our wedding reception. It was definitely one of the highlights of the evening. Everyone
enjoyed the performance and they really got the crowd going.
It’s been great to see them grow and achieve so much over the last few years. I think this will continue due
to their commitment and passion for dancing!
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Kumal Rayat 2015.2.23 23:10
I hired Trishool Dance Academy for my daughter’s wedding. I picked this group as I felt they are totally
different and original to other dance groups out there. They were very professional and we had several
meetings to discuss what kinds of performance they would do. They offered several options that could be
bespoke to what we required.
During the 3 day wedding period they performed several times. They also had brilliant dhol players as part
of the package. Each routine was different but yet relevant to the occasion, which also included a surprise
performance during the ladies Sangeet night which was really last minute and totally awesome!
Our guests were thoroughly entertained by the group, there was something for all ages and all comments
about the group were very positive. I would definitely recommend Trishool Dance Academy to anyone
looking for a dance group.
There is nothing out there like this group.
Minda Saundh 2015.2.23 23:09
You guys are something else. Your performances are brilliantly choreographed and put together. Very
professional, punctual and always do what you set out to do. Exceeded expectations!!! Look forward to
seeing you guys soon. Good luck for future projects and i wish you all the success because you deserve it.
Sunita Passan (Mehndi by Seasons) 2015.2.23 23:09
This dance group run by Sanchez and Shukti are truly amazing and inspirational to their audience and their
students.
I’ve worked with Trishool applying the glittery glam henna on the dancers before their performances, and i
have to say they are a lovely bunch of people full of so much energy. They are professional in their work
and have seen them grow over the years as they have been in some amazing events throughout the UK.
I can see a big future for their passion and wish them all the best always!
Sonal Parmar 2015.2.23 23:08
This group is fantastic and they really get the party going. They have so much talent, energy and are
unique. The reaction they get from the crowd is awesome!
Premjit Saimbhi 2015.2.23 23:08
Trishool dance academy’s work is truly unique. I’ve never seen them do anything the same. Every year you
see something better and better. Their choreography is like no other and they have their own distinct style
for everything. They’re very friendly and deserve to be credited for the hard work that they have put in to
make this academy what it is today. Every time you see them at a festival or wedding, they’re very friendly
and put on an amazing show.
Dr. Poonam Kakkar 2015.2.23 23:06
I have a special vision for Trishool’s dance group in Leeds.
The energy, enthusiasm, presentation and coordination is unique in this group based in UK. I have seen a
lot of their performances at prestigious venues and at various wedding events. The selection of songs is
very appropriate and a lot of varieties too.
The Trishool team is always amazing and I always look forward to watching their shows. I truly recommend
this group for any festival, party or occasion and wish them all the success in the future.
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Mr. Hussain 2015.2.23 23:05
Hi Guys,
I would like to say a big thank you for you and your guys who provided a fantastic performance in Bradford
and Sheffield. Your drummers were brilliant and certainly got the crowd going.
After referring your services to a relative I can only say they were very happy with your services. The timing,
repeat performances at regular intervals and the patience your team showed was excellent.
I will not hesitate to use your services in the future and I would definitely recommend you to friends and
family.
Take care team and all the best.
Ammit and Amisha 2014.10.30 19:16
We would like to say a massive thank you to Sanchez, Shukti, all the cute little kids and adults for making
this day extremely special for me and Amisha. You all performed perfectly and the performance came
together really well. We both loved the whole experience.
I would like to thank Sanchez for helping me out every step of the way, we have been planning this since
January 2014 and he has been so organised in helping me in making this event very special for Amisha,
even though he has had a very busy events schedule.
He made good time for everyone to rehearse and fitted rehearsals for my convenience. He was able to take
the burden with sorting out all paper work and he worked alongside with me to make the event exactly the
way i wanted. Sanchez was honest with me if he felt some parts of the performance were not going to work
well, we made changes together to make the performance and event suit the group as a whole and still
tailor the event to make it a very special time.
I would recommend anyone to use Trishool Dance Academy for and parties, weddings, flash mobs etc.
Dance is a very creative way to express emotions for one another rand would recommend using Trishool to
help you with this. Thank you Trishool Dance Academy for all your help.
Lots of love, Ammit and Amisha.
Akshay Jassi From JVP TEAM 2014.1.2 19:38
As visiting places for Weddings and Events I came across Trishool Dance Academy, When watched them
perform I had never seen any other dance group like them. I have seen trishool many times and I know that
they are excellent in what they do, the songs which they choose to perform to as well is very good and they
as a team are very respectful. Any occasions or events you should indeed book Trishool Dance Academy
to make your day even more special.
Asha Bachetta 2013.5.15 21:18
Shukti and Sanchez are the best dance teacher you can ever have they are fun, brilliant dancers and also
very kind and caring. We can always have a laugh and a little chat aswell. I love dance class
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo much it is really fun and you also learn how to
dance. In bharaatnatyam it is an old indian classical dance from years back it is lovely not just to learn
bollywood but to learn classical aswell. On hoildays we sometimes have work shops they are really fun
because we get to eat CHEESY PASTA AND HAVE FUN last time we had a water fight in summer it was
brill we all socked Sanchez that was halarious.
Asha
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Colin V 2012.9.9 21:39
I came across one of your young men helpin out at sainsburys in the white rose and founds him very
pleasant n helpful. He was the boy at the end till with a woman. I have looked at some of your vids on
youtube n have enjoyed them. I also like the Dhol drummin as i am a fan of folk music and instruments from
around the world. I hope u can make every success out of what u are doin at the school and hope to see u
perform in leeds soon. Thanx for the inspriration :)
Adam - The Hope Housing Team 2012.6.17 14:05
Trishool Dance Academy - Thank you for coming to perform at the Hope Housing fundraiser. We really
appreciate it and you have helped us to raise lots of money to help the homeless in Bradford. Many thanks,
Adam and the Hope Housing Team
Nafisah Malik 2012.5.2 05:01
Hi just thought ill drop a lovley comment for the dancer who i watched perform live April 28th at Rio Grand
BRADFORD..i must say i was very impressed! so energetic and fun to watch.. the atmosphere was electric!
looking forward to seing you soon will reccomend you for all upcoming events!
Sonal Parmar 2012.3.16 09:12
The dedication in the teachers is amazing you can see that in the students too. Amazing I am so glad my
daughter is apart of this too. All the best for Saturday.
Jazz Panesar 2011.10.27 12:48
Hope you are all well. I hope you have all recovered from your two day event. I thought I'd write and let you
know that the show was very good and the performers have some great stamina. We all enjoyed the show
so well done! I hope you continue your hard work, next time around I'll be happy to promote the next event.
I used to have some good pulling power!
Amar Kumar 2011.10.27 12:46
Amazing, absolutely amazing show! Better than expected and well worth the travel from London! All the
performers did dance their hearts out with out a doubt. I never realised that the time went so quick to be
honest! All I can say is that the show can only get better and that I look forward to next years show! (no
pressure). Keep it up and well done to all the team!
Iain Williamson 2011.10.27 12:43
I've had the pleasure of seeing your last two productions,the story of Bollywood and the Bollywood
Greats.My wife and I have thoroughly enjoyed both. You have a wealth of talent in your Academy. I do
know how difficult it is to produce a show such as yours, so much hard work both performing and
backstage. Tremendous admiration for you all. Well done!
Ranjit Saimbhi 2011.10.16 17:07
Guys what an absolutely AWESOME performance, well done to you all. It was lively, entertaining and
brought back loads of memories of some really classic hits. The dancers are just outstanding! Can't wait for
the next production! Keep up the good work. X
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Harinder Kaur Bhachu 2011.9.8 22:00
Hey Trishool Dance Academy. I hope you are all well. I would just like to say a massive congratulations to
you guys on the success that you have had, keep up the good work :) But I also want to say to those people
who have not seen you guys perform yet, that they NEED to come and see you guys. Trishool Dance
Academy are one of the best, if not the best dance group that I have ever seen. They combine not just one
or two styles of dancing, they combine so many to make an extremely entertaining performance. With a
Trishool Dance Academy performance, you are never bored. Every part of their performance is well thought
out, executed with precision but at the same time made to look natural. This is dancing at it's best, people.
These guys are amazing and their work is flawless. I have nothing but praise for these guys and the hard
work that they put in. Once again, well done to you all....you are fantastic. Remember that there are many
people that will want to try and imitate and replicate you, but nothing is better than the original. xx
Oriss T-shirt Printing 2011.7.26 09:23
The classes that Trishool Dance Academy teach look and sound absolutely amazing. Sanchez and Shukti
are two very friendly, dedicated and passionate people and they are very good at what they do. It is no
surprise to hear that they get asked to perform at events nationwide and also get asked about teaching
classes in the cities they perform. Trishool Dance Academy will only grow from strength to strength with
their hard work and passion for teaching modern indian dance. Excellent work guys, keep up the good
work.
University of Huddersfield Hindu Society 2011.7.25 23:21
The University of Huddersfield’s Hindu Society would like to sincerely thank Trishool Dance academy for
their support this year with dance practices in Huddersfield. If you’ve read the “about us” section of this
website, you’ll notice that Sanchez and Shukti have played a massive role in the Hindu society in the past
and we’re very pleased to see them continuing this dedication and commitment to dance in Huddersfield.
We wish you every bit of success with the upcoming production in October – We’ll definitely be there!
We hope that we can continue to work together in the future and look forward to all the upcoming
performances and practices!
University of Huddersfield’s Hindu Society | Anekataa mein Ekataa – Unity in diversity
Nikesh Tailor 2011.7.25 21:35
One thing you get with Trishool Dance Academy that you won’t get from anywhere else is a genuinely
amazing team of extremely talented, friendly and generous people. I spent a bit of time with these guys
recently and it brought back the memories from my first year at uni with Sanchez and Shukti (the founders)
where we used to have a good laugh as well as practice dance. This still shows in the way that these guys
practice and perform. The family atmosphere which they have generated means that they work well as a
team (which shows in the awesome standards of their performances). They also welcome and interact with
others with glowing enthusiasm.
As for the dancing, I think everyone would agree that these guys always impress with their performances. I
had the opportunity to be involved in the first ever Trishool production, “Trishools Story of Bollywood” and I
thought the standards were quite high then. I went to the last two productions as a spectator and was blown
away at how much this dance group continues to develop their creative skills and mind BLASTING moves.
Trishool manages to bring out and develop the talent, characteristics and key skills from children as young
as 3 years old! And furthermore, seeing the junior group perform, one can imagine how far this confidence
and character will take them in their future.
Whether you’re looking for dancers for your event or looking for some dance classes, I'd highly recommend
Trishool Dance Academy anytime.
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Pritesh Tailor 2011.7.25 19:35
What can I say that hasn't already been said. Simply put, Trishool are brilliant! Each of the productions and
performances have been top class, with the standard continually going up. But the amount of time and
effort that the team puts in is a credit to themselves. I've had the pleasure of practicing and performing with
Shukti & Sanchez at a Hindu Society event, and I can tell you their dedication and commitement towards
dance is just next level, in fact its 'advance' level. Just to finish off, I can't wait for your next production in
october.
Iain 2011.6.13 13:21
Just a BIG thank you for introducing me to the joys of Bollywood!! In all honesty I did not know what to
expect.
I was told I would enjoy it, as did others when we arrived at the school on the day of The Story of Bollywood
production. They were not wrong! It was brilliant! The choreography was fascinating, syncronization with the
screen and audio excellent. The dancers, well rehearsed, very, very able, so full of life, wonderful! It seems
unfair to pick out anyone for a special mention because they were all stars, TRULY, but Shukti and
Sanchez do deserve special mention, they were outstanding. The effort they put into the show was not only
visible on the event program, but also when they lit up the stage. The Trishool team gave us a professional
production of the highest standard. It was a great team effort, backstage and at the front. Any photographic
opportunities, please let me know.regards
Charlie Sundley and Class 4AC 2011.6.13 13:15
Dear Trishool, Thank you for the Indian dancing at our Cultural Evening. It was great, I loved it, it was the
best Indian dancing I have ever seen in my life! I had a great time at the Cultural Evening and it went better
than I thought. Your costumes were great, I loved them. The dancing and costumes were really nice. The
music was fantastic and the crowd loved it too. Love from Charlie Sandley and Class 4AC
VOICE & VHP(UK) 2011.6.13 00:46
I am writing on behalf of VOICE and VHP(UK) to thank you for all the effort you have put in to ensure the
continuity of the cultural and educational classes in Manchester. There is generally a lot of enthusiasm and
support for this chariatable activity. This cannot be achieved without teachers like those at Trishool. We
also thank all of the Trishool Dance Academy team for the performance you gave at the Diwali function on
30th October 2010.
Dr. N K Prinja
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